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SURVEYDVG - I

(Maximum marks : 100)

PART - A

(Maximum marks : l0)

Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. What are the different tlpe of Chain ,l

2. Differentiate between Fore bearing and Back bearing.

3. Define bench mark ?

4. What are the types of Orientation ?

5. Define contour interval.
(5 x2 = l0)

PART - B

(Ma;rimurn marks : 30)

I Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marics.

I ' what are the functions of u-frame, alidade and tough compass ?

2. Define base line, check line and tie line.

3. Convert *re fonowing WCB to quadrant bearings.
(a) 32012' b) 217"24' (c) 68"51' (d) 112"04'

Explain the operations involved for establishing Bench mark.

Discuss the effects of curvahre and refraction in levelling. Find the correction
due to each and combined.

What are the important characteristics of contour line ?

Lrst the precautions to minimiize errors in levelling. (5 x 6 = 30)
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Marks
PART - C

Maximurn marks : 60)

(Answer one fiill question fiom each urft. Each full quesfion carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

m (a) How the points are located by using plane tabling from a single station ? Explain. 7

O) Prepare a survey plan and determine the area of the field from the following
observations.

360 (D)

2s0 140 (E)

(c) ll0 190

130 100 (F)

(B) 80 e0

o(A) 8

On

IV (a) Explain the method of tavesing in plane tabling.

(b) Explain the method of stepping for chaining on sloping ground.

UNrr - II

v (a) Describe the various sources of errors in prismatic compzxs survey.

(b) The following are the bearing of the sides of a closed compass traverse
ABCDEA. Test and correct the values of the bearing for locat atffaction.

Line Fore bearing back bearing

AB 55o 00' 2340 00,

BC 112" 30' 2940 00,

CD 2050 00' 25o 00'

DE 2570 00' 75o 30'

EA 295" 30' 1160 30'

VI (a) In the closed traverse ABCDA, the bearing of the line AB was measured as

60" 00'. The included angles were measured as LR: 140o l0' ; L B:90o 0g, :

LC = 600 22' and LD :69o 2O'. Calculate the bearing of all other sides. 7

(b) Define bearing. Dfferentiate between true bearing and magnetic bearing. 8
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a

UNrr - III

What are the main difference between height of collimation method and rise and
fall method ?

The following staff readings were obseryed successively with a level and 4 in
levelling staffin a continuously sloping grould at 20 m intervals :

3.585 on A, 2.935,2.655, 1.835, 1.440,3.965,3.035, 2.690,1.535, 0.845,
2.955,2.580, 1.015 on B. The RL of the starring point A was 180.000. Makp up
the lwel book and applyrng the usual check. Determine the gradiert of the line AB.

On

Describe the ternporary adjusfinent of levelling.

The following staffreadings were observed successively with a d.rrnpy.

2.865, 2.345, 2.930, 1.650, 0.835, 2.795, -1.640, 1,540, 1.635, 0.765, 0.565.

The level was shifted after fiffh and eighth reading. (Reading 7 is inverted). The first
staff reading was taken on a BM of RL 550.750 m. Calculate the RL of the points

and the difference of lwels between the first and last points.

Unrr - IV

What is meant by contouring ? Describe *re Grid or square methods of contouring.

Describe in details the process of longitudinal - sectioning.

(a) Explain the process of Reciprocal levelling ?

O) From a topographical map the areas enclosed within the contou lines along a

face ofa proposed darn, are as given below :

Contours 500 49s 490 485 480 475

Area in metres 29750 26850 21050 18500 l3M0 8750

Calculate the capacity of reseiT roir by tapezoidal formula.
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